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Light is the origin of vision. The pattern of shading reflected from object surfaces is one of
several optical features that provide fundamental information about shape and surface ori-
entation. To understand how surface and object shading is processed by birds, six pigeons
were tested with differentially illuminated convex and concave curved surfaces in five
experiments using a go/no-go procedure. We found that pigeons rapidly learned this type
of visual discrimination independent of lighting direction, surface coloration and camera
perspective. Subsequent experiments varying the pattern of the lighting on these surfaces
through changes in camera perspective, surface height, contrast, material specularity, sur-
face shape, light motion, and perspective movement were consistent with the hypothesis
that the pigeons were perceiving these illuminated surfaces as three-dimensional surfaces
containing curved shapes. The results suggest that the use of relative shading for objects in
a visual scene creates highly salient features for shape processing in birds.

� 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction Hansen, Shirley, & McPherson, 2003). Despite its impor-
Light is the origin of all vision. While the role of edges
and junctions has received the majority of attention in try-
ing to understanding the processes of three-dimensional
(3D) object perception and recognition (Hubel & Wiesel,
1962; Marr, 1982), natural objects in the world also typi-
cally have continuous and curved surfaces that differen-
tially reflect light. The resulting patterns of shading,
shadow, and specularity all contain highly useful shape
information for any complex nervous system attempting
to internally represent its surrounding visual environment
(Norman, Todd, & Orban, 2004). These types of lighting
information make essential contributions to the human
perception of objects, depth, and the spatial layouts of
scenes (Gibson, 1950, 1979; Mingolla & Todd, 1986; Rama-
chandran, 1988), and are involved with algorithms for ma-
chine vision (Horn & Brooks, 1989; Zhang, Tsai, Cryer, &
Shah, 1999), and graphic visualization (Kniss, Premoze,
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tance in human perception, the incorporation of these types
of information remains a theoretical challenge for compu-
tational theories of vision.

Given its potential functional value, however, the topic
of shape-from-shading has not received a great deal of sys-
tematic experimental attention in many animals (Imura &
Tomonaga, 2003; Tomonaga, 1998). With their heavy
dependence on vision for such essential natural behaviors
as foraging and navigation, it would seem natural that
birds might be keenly sensitive to the relative patterns cre-
ated by the differential shading, shadows and specularity
of light reflected from surfaces and objects. Because of
the computational challenges of processing shaded infor-
mation, examining these issues in birds is especially inter-
esting because of the small absolute size of their central
and visual nervous systems. Are birds sensitive to this type
of visual information? If so, how is this processed and
implemented within their limited nervous system? Would
the mechanisms or perceptual biases involved be the same
or different from those proposed for human and computer
visual processing of this type of information? Here we re-
port the results of five experiments testing pigeons dis-
criminating concave and convex 3D surface direction as
produced from differential lighting and shading.
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Little is known about how lighting contributes to visual
perception in birds. Several early attempts focused on how
chicks learn to deal with illuminated objects during devel-
opment. Hess (1950) found that differential developmental
experience during feeding with lighting from above or be-
low influenced the subsequent selection of a photograph of
grains illuminated from these directions. Hershberger
(1970) trained chicks to discriminate concave and convex
dents in actual objects. In contrast, developmental condi-
tions in which light consistently came from above or below
did not produce a difference when transferred to pictures
of these dented surfaces.

More recently, Reid and Spetch (1998) examined how
depth from shading and perspective cues contributed to
an object discrimination by pigeons. Pigeons were trained
to discriminate images of objects in which the depth cues
from shading or perspective were either absent or altered.
In transfer tests with novel objects, the pigeons performed
above chance with perspective-only and shading-only tri-
als, although the latter was not particularly robust. These
results suggest that both of these cues may contribute to
the pigeons’ perception of depth in pictures.

Young, Peissig, Wasserman, and Biederman (2001)
investigated how variations in surface illumination influ-
ence the discrimination of geon-based objects in pigeons.
In a choice task, the pigeons showed sensitivity to the rel-
ative pattern of light reflected from different computer-
rendered objects. When the illumination source of the ob-
jects was rotated about 90� from that experienced during
training, the pigeons showed above chance transfer to
these new conditions, but simultaneously exhibited a con-
siderable drop in discrimination performance. The latter
fact suggests that features created from the specific pattern
of lighting on the objects were involved in the representa-
tion of the objects (cf. Tarr, Kersten, & Bülthoff, 1998). The
generalized role of such surface illumination in the pi-
geons’ representation and perception of these objects
may be limited by the fact that only a small set of stimulus
exemplars were used in these experiments, making image
memorization possible (Cook, Levison, Gillett, & Blaisdell,
2005; Fagot & Cook, 2006).

Testing pigeons, Cavoto and Cook (2006) examined how
different monocular depth cues influenced the depth
ordering of computer-rendered objects presented on a tex-
tured surface designed to simulate a visual scene. Testing
with large number of exemplars, they established that
occlusion, relative size, and relative density all contributed
to the accurate depth-ordering of the objects by these
birds. They also found that lighting played a role in the
depth processing of the scenes as the differential illumina-
tion of the objects’ surface also contributed to the pigeons’
performance.

Finally, Rowland, Cuthill, Harvey, Speed, and Ruxton
(2008) recently used a field approach to investigate the po-
tential role of shading in natural settings. Artificial prey
having normal countershading were eaten less often than
uniformly-colored prey by free-living avian predators. This
suggests that the differential shading on the ventral and
dorsal surfaces of many animals may help camouflage
them by making them blend more seamlessly into the sur-
rounding illumination.
This heterogeneous group of studies clearly hints that
object and scene illumination cues are potentially impor-
tant and valuable to birds when determining relative depth
and object shape. Given the varied approaches, summariz-
ing the visual and cognitive mechanisms involved and
their similarity to those in humans, other primates (Imura
& Tomonaga, 2003; Tomonaga & Imura, 2010), or comput-
ers is difficult. Because of its potential saliency to avian vi-
sion, the goal of these new experiments was to more
comprehensively examine how pigeons process differen-
tial lighting and shading. To accomplish this, we used the
approach of testing computer-rendered artificial stimuli
(see Fig. 1). While clearly synthetic, the stimuli had charac-
teristics that would be similar to the experiences of a bird
in flight by providing an aerial perspective onto a receding
surface or landscape-like scene.

Here we report the results of five experiments testing
the sensitivity of pigeons to discriminating the surface
direction of concave and convex 3D shapes as produced
from differential lighting and shading. In Experiment 1,
the pigeons were trained to discriminate between these dif-
ferent surface shapes using a go/no-go procedure. We then
investigated how various illumination and surface condi-
tions influenced this shape-from-shading discrimination.
Experiment 2 examined how changes in camera perspec-
tive and relative surface height influenced this discrimina-
tion. Experiment 3 examined the effects of different aspects
of surface illumination. Experiment 4 examined perfor-
mance with novel sets of convex and concave surface
shapes. Finally, Experiment 5 examined the effects of dy-
namic and continuous illumination and perspective
changes on behavior. Collectively, the experiments suggest
that the differential lighting from these surfaces made
important contributions to the object, depth, and scene per-
ception by the pigeons.
2. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tested the pigeons’ ability to discriminate
between 3D concave and convex surfaces created from dif-
ferential shading. The convex stimuli appeared as a hill-
shaped mound rising from the horizontal plane of a reced-
ing surface. The concave stimuli appeared as a comple-
mentary depression recessed below the surface. The main
source of shading information on these surfaces at any
time was from one of four spotlights located at the diago-
nal corners of scene (see Fig. 1). Between trials, the direc-
tion of this light source was varied among these positions
to create a wide variety of shading patterns on these sur-
faces. This was done to encourage the birds to perceive
the generalized shapes of these surfaces rather than mem-
orize specific lighting patterns. A second source of illumi-
nation was an elevated central overhead light that
provided weak, even and diffuse illumination across the
scene in order to make all aspects of the surface visible.
To encourage further the generalized recognition of the
surface shapes, two other irrelevant scene features were
varied. Because birds experience scenes from different
heights during flight, we manipulated the perspective of
the surface shapes by rendering them from two camera



Fig. 1. Examples of the convex and concave surfaces tested in Experiment 1. The columns show the four different lighting directions used to produce
differential surface shading across the surfaces. These examples show the 25� camera perspective and blue hue. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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viewpoints positioned at either 25� or 35� above the sur-
face. Further, the surfaces were colored to have an overall
blue or orange hue to create variety and to emphasize that
the pattern of shading was the invariant feature to process.

Finally, we also decided to include both surface shading
and shadow information in the displays in order to best
simulate what the birds naturally experience. A feature of
the software used to create these stimuli permitted us to
independently include or remove the shadow cast by the
surface shape. We subsequently discovered, however, that
this clever feature permitted an error that was present for
several of the initial experiments. Specifically, for those
scenes illuminated from the front two lighting sources,
the software switch responsible for producing shadows
had been left off when those stimuli were rendered. As
can be visually confirmed in Fig. 1, this oversight was easy
to miss because these absent shadows are not readily vis-
ible as they are occluded by the shape of the surfaces (see
45� and 315� examples in Fig. 1). To our relief, it appears
the pigeons never noticed either. After looking at the en-
tirety of our results with this issue in mind, it appears it
had little impact on their behavior. Nevertheless, where
appropriate, we point to any issues that might have
stemmed from this unintended error. It was immediately
corrected upon its discovery in Experiment 4.

Together these manipulated features created 32 differ-
ent surfaces that were tested (two shapes � four light
sources � two perspectives � two hues). Using these dif-
ferentially illuminated surfaces, the pigeons were tested
in a go/no-go procedure in which they had to discriminate
the convex or concave direction of the surface’s shape. The
first phase of Experiment 1 examined the acquisition of
this discrimination, followed by a second phase that exam-
ined a block of sessions to evaluate post-acquisition
performance.
2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Animals
Six male pigeons were tested. All had prior experience

with different discrimination tasks involving rotating mov-
ing objects (Cook, Beale, & Koban, 2011; Koban & Cook,
2009). They were maintained at 80–85% of their free-feed-
ing weight and individually caged in a colony room (12 h
LD cycle) with free access to water and grit. All conditions
and procedures followed guidelines and standards set by
Tufts University IACUC.
2.1.2. Apparatus
Testing was conducted in a computer-controlled flat-

black Plexiglas chamber. Stimuli were presented on an
LCD color monitor (NEC AccuSync LCD51VM-BK; Wood-
dale, IL; not gamma corrected) visible through a
29 � 21.5 cm viewing window in the middle of the front
panel of the chamber. Pecks to the monitor (1024 � 768
pixels) were detected by an infrared touch screen (Carroll
Touch Systems, distributed by Tyco Electronics). The view-
ing window’s bottom edge was 14.5 cm above the chamber
floor. The monitor was recessed back 7.5 cm from the front
panel. Mixed grain was delivered through a centrally
placed food hopper (Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall,
PA). A 28-volt houselight was centrally located in the
chamber ceiling and was always illuminated, except for
timeouts.
2.1.3. Stimulus conditions
All stimuli were 480 � 360 pixels in size tested in a

landscape orientation and generated by 3DS Max (version
7; Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA). The concave and convex
surface shapes were created using the ripple modifier on a
standard box shape to produce a smoothly curved concave
or convex surface. To provide a framework for measure-
ment within the scenes, the peak height to surface distance
of the convexity was set to 70.5 units in the software and
which we will refer to as a standard value of 1 for describ-
ing the remaining metrics of the scenes.

The shading in the scenes were generated using the
built-in implementation of the Blinn modification of the
Phong reflection equation (Blinn, 1977), with the shadows
generated by a projective shadow mapping algorithm
(Williams, 1978). The surface material for these surfaces
were created from two different colors consisting of blue
(base RGB values = 88, 199, 225) or orange (base RGB val-
ues = 227, 152, 152) hues, modified to include a modest
amount of specularity (Phong specular factor; software’s
materials specularity parameter = 32) and glossiness
(Phong shininess factor; software’s materials glossiness
parameter = 20). The illumination of each scene originated
from two lighting sources. The first and most important
were from a set of four omnidirectional lights (software’s
lighting intensity parameter = 1) located in the four diago-
nal corners of the scene relative to the observer’s or cam-
era’s location: right-front (45� to the right of camera),
right-rear (135�), left-rear, (225�) and left-front (315�). It
was these lighting sources that created the differences in
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surface shading, specularity, and casted shadows among
the scenes. Their heights were 7 standard units above the
surface and each positioned 7 standard units from vertical
midline of the surface. Only one of these light sources was
illuminated at a time. The second source of illumination
was a dim omnidirectional light (intensity = 0.1) located
17 standard units above the surface and provided an even
diffuse illumination of the entire scene. Finally, as noted in
the introduction, each light had a software switch for con-
trolling whether or not a shadow was cast by this lighting
source. Because its results were not readily visible, this
switch was unintentionally left off for the two front light-
ing directions. This switch was set for the rear two lighting
directions and they produced normal and readily visible
shadows.

All surfaces were rendered from two camera perspec-
tives. These perspectives were 4.7 standard units from
the scene’s central point at either a 25� or 35� angle above
the surface. Each rendering computed the perspective pro-
jection from the position of the camera with a field of view
of 39.5 degrees aimed at the center of the scene. All to-
gether these four factors (two surface shapes, two colors,
four lighting direction and two camera angles) resulted
in 32 different stimuli that were tested in Experiment 1.

2.1.4. Procedure
2.1.4.1. Preliminary training. Each session consisted of 96
trials. Following a peck to a 2.5 cm white warning signal,
a surface was presented for 20 s in the center of the screen.
These 96 trials consisted of 48 convex and 48 concave pre-
sentations with each of the 32 surface stimuli tested three
times. The order of presentation was randomly determined
for each session. Pecks to all stimuli were non-differen-
tially reinforced on a variable-interval schedule (VI-10)
with access to food for 2.9 s. Because the pigeons were
familiar with pecking the screen, little preliminary training
was needed. Once the pigeons’ peck rates stabilized to
these stimuli over two or three sessions, discrimination
training commenced.

2.1.4.2. Discrimination training. Except for the introduction
of differential reinforcement depending upon the surface’s
shape, discrimination testing continued in the same way as
preliminary training. For the three pigeons in the con-
cave+ condition, pecks to the concave surface resulted in
food reward (VI-10 schedule), while pecks to the convex
surface led to a dark timeout proportional to the number
of pecks (1-s per peck). At the end of the S+ presentations
an additional reward was automatically delivered to the
pigeons. For the three pigeons in the convex+ condition,
these reward contingencies were reversed. To allow for
the uncontaminated measurement of peck rate without
the disruption of food presentations, 16 non-reinforced
probe trials of the positive condition were conducted each
session. These sixteen randomly-placed probe trials tested
each combination of lighting direction, camera perspective,
and color. All dependent measures were calculated from
these probe trials. Discrimination training was conducted
until the pigeons’ performance stabilized with three or
more sessions with a discrimination ratio (DR = S+ probe
peck rate/[S+ probe peck rate + S� peck rate]) of .7 or
greater. At this point, 16 additional sessions of testing
using the same session organization were conducted to
examine baseline discrimination.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Acquisition
Overall, the discrimination was easily learned by the pi-

geons. Fig. 2 shows the acquisition of each bird across ses-
sions as measured by DR. Four pigeons were showing
unambiguous evidence of discriminative behavior by the
end of the third (<288 trials) or fifth (<480 trials) session.
Three pigeons were even showing the beginnings of dis-
crimination by the end of the first session. One pigeon
was considerably slower than the others, needing approx-
imately 20 sessions to reach a level of performance that the
others exhibited in 10 or fewer sessions. As determined
from the last session of acquisition, all six pigeons (mean
DR = .82,) were significantly above chance performance,
t(5) = 7.0 (DR = .5; an alpha level of .05 or less was used
to judge this and all subsequent statistical tests).

The convex+ discrimination was possibly learned
slightly faster than the concave+ discrimination. As mea-
sured by mean sessions to criterion (three sessions of
DR > .7), the three pigeons in convex+ group numerically
learned their task (mean = 7.7 sessions) more quickly than
the three pigeons in the concave+ group (mean = 15 ses-
sions). A statistical comparison is difficult, however, be-
cause of the one slow bird, but the pigeons in the
concave+ group were the third, fourth and slowest birds
during learning.

2.2.2. Post-acquisition behavior
Following the completion of acquisition, the pigeons

were discriminating the surface shapes very well. Looking
at total pecks over the presentation interval, all six birds
were pecking at higher rates to their positive stimuli
(S+ = 29.5) in comparison to the negative ones (S� = 10.3).
This was true for each group (concave+ S+ = 32.3, S� =
12.6, convex+ S+ = 26.6, S� = 8.1). Single mean t-tests
confirmed that each of the six pigeons were significantly
discriminating between their convex and concave surfaces,
all ts(15) > 2.1. We next examined the effects of the different
surface colors, lighting directions, and camera perspectives
on discrimination. Overall, these variations among the stim-
uli had very little impact on discrimination. A repeated mea-
sures ANOVA (Positive/Negative Surface Direction [adjusted
for group] � Surface Coloration � Perspective � Lighting
Direction) using total pecks was conducted. Not surpris-
ingly, this analysis revealed a significant effect of positive
vs. negative surface direction, F(1,5) = 223.3, partial
g2 = .98. Surface direction did not significantly interact with
either lighting direction (45�-S+ = 29.8, S� = 11.0; 135�-S+ =
29.0, S� = 9.7; 225�-S+ = 29.4, S� = 9.4; 315�-S+ = 29.6,
S� = 11.1; F(3,15) = 1.7) or surface coloration (orange-
S+ = 29.4, S� = 9.9; blue-S+ = 29.6, S� = 10.8, F(1,5) = 1.2)
as peck rates over these factors were equivalent. There
was a significant interaction between surface direction
and perspective, F(1,5) = 17.3, partial g2 = .78, as the 25�
condition (S+ = 29.7, S� = 9.9) supported a consistent,
though small, advantage over the 35� condition (S+ = 29.3,



Fig. 2. Acquisition of the discrimination of surface direction as a function of discrimination ratio for the six pigeons tested in Experiment 1 (filled
symbols = convex+ group, open symbols = concave+ group). The dotted reference line shows chance performance.
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S� = 10.7). This analysis also revealed a significant main
effect of lighting direction, F(3,15) = 5.4, partial g2 = .25, as
the front lit surfaces (mean = 15.7) generated slightly more
overall pecking than the back lit conditions (mean = 14.5).

Our next analyses were directed at determining how
quickly the pigeons detected the direction of the surface’s
shape. Here we divided the number of pecks within a pre-
sentation as a function of when they occurred. Shown in
Fig. 3 are mean number of pecks for the S+ (adjusted for
direction across groups) and S� stimuli as a function of
presentation time in 250-ms bins. The pigeons very quickly
showed differences in their peck rate depending upon sur-
face direction. Using a series of paired t-tests comparing
each point along the two functions, the pigeons begin to
significantly differentiate among the S+ and S� stimuli at
750 ms after presentation, t(5) = 3.6. The rapidity of this
discrimination within a trial is consistent with the ease
of learning the discrimination found more generally across
sessions.

We further examined performance across these tempo-
ral bins in a repeated measures ANOVA (Surface Direc-
Fig. 3. Mean number of pecks across presentation time in 250-ms time bins fo
tion � Surface Coloration � Lighting Direction �
Perspective � Time [but in 500 ms bins to accommodate
an SPSS constraint]). Besides the same effects described
previously, this analysis confirmed the interaction be-
tween surface direction and time, F(39,195) = 16.0, partial
g2 = .76. In addition to the expected difference early within
a presentation as peck rates diverged, we also observed a
difference at the end of the presentation as the relative size
of the discrimination declined. In particular, three of the
six birds started to show an increase in pecking at the neg-
ative displays near the end of the interval. One speculation
is that it may reflect some form of temporal generalization
across all conditions because of the ‘‘free’’ time-based re-
ward at the end of the S+ trials. Regardless, to ensure a fair
and accurate measure of the discriminative behavior of all
six pigeons, we used the peck rates over the first 5 s of each
presentation to best measure discrimination in future
analyses.

We next evaluated the potential role of overall illumi-
nation, the amount of black, or the amount of white in
the stimuli and their relations to discrimination. These
r S+ and S� conditions during post-acquisition testing in Experiment 1.
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components were measured by converting all 32 images to
gray-scale values. Overall illumination was calculated from
the mean pixel value of the entire image. The amount of
black and white was computed by normalizing the pixel
values to the maximum and minimum values shown,
Fig. 4. Mean number of pecks in the first 5 s as a function of stimulus luminosit
Experiment 1. Columns show performance for each group. Filled black symbols s
values for 16 concave surfaces for each group.
dividing these gray-scale values into eight equal-sized
bands, and then counting the number of pixels in the low-
est and highest bands. Fig. 4 shows for each group the
mean number of pecks over the first 5 s as a function of
these descriptive measures. Overall, these simple image
y, lightest and darkest gray-scale bands during post-acquisition testing in
how the values for 16 convex surfaces and open square symbols show the
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measures failed to capture the robust discriminative
behavior observed in either group indicating that these
features were not responsible for the discrimination.

2.3. Discussion

The pigeons quickly learned to discriminate the direction
of the convex and concave surface shapes, with the majority
of birds demonstrating evidence of learning within just a
few sessions. Consistent with the ease of learning, discrim-
inative behavior also emerged quickly upon stimulus pre-
sentation, with significant differences in peck rate
occurring by 750 ms after stimulus onset. Overall, the con-
vex+ group possibly had a slight learning advantage over
the concave+ group, albeit this is complicated by the one
much slower learning bird in the latter group. Irrelevant
variation in lighting direction, surface coloration, and cam-
era perspective had little impact on discrimination. The mis-
taken absence of projected shadows in the front-lit scenes
apparently made no difference, as the pigeons discrimi-
nated the surfaces from the different lighting directions
about equally well. Overall, the results suggest that the dif-
ferential lighting on the surfaces provided the pigeons a set
of highly salient visual cues that could be used to differenti-
ate the convex or concave direction of the surface shape.

These results are thus consistent with the hypothesis
that differential lighting on the shapes of these surfaces
plays an important role in avian visual processing. This dif-
ferential lighting resulted in several visual features that
could have been useful. One would be the graded shading
on the curvature of the surfaces. As noted, such shape-
from-shading cues are important to object recognition
and depth processing in humans. Another visual feature
created by the differential lighting was the contrast con-
tours present in some of the images. These contours were
produced by the contrast in light reflecting from the front
of the convex shape and its interposition against the con-
trasting background illumination of the receding surface.
A weaker contrast contour exists for similar reasons along
the lower edge of the concave shapes. These contours could
have contributed to the ease of the discrimination by help-
ing to promote the appearance of depth within the scenes.

A key question concerns what perceptual and represen-
tational factors produced this rapid and robust discrimina-
tive behavior based on illumination. These shaded stimuli
generate a strong impression of depth-based surfaces that
allow humans to easily see the 3D convexity and concavity
of the shapes portrayed in them. Is this the case for the pi-
geons, too? When we examined several simpler image-
based factors in the stimuli, they did not account for peck
rate differences across the differentially illuminated con-
cave and convex surfaces. This suggests that it was indeed
the relative pattern of light and dark within the images
that was most important.

Given this, there are two possibilities that can be enter-
tained. The first alternative is that the pigeons do not see
the intended shape and depth in these stimuli, but instead
use the 2D pattern of luminance in the stimuli as the basis
for their discrimination. This hypothesis suggests the pigeons
were not seeing the convexity and concavity of the shapes
(since these are depth-based features), but learned and
reacted to the image-based patterns of light and dark
textures experienced during training as the basis for their
discrimination. This alternative implies that the front-lit
and back-lit scenes are likely represented as different lumi-
nance patterns since these stimuli share little in common
without seeing the underlying 3D shape. Given what is estab-
lished about their large memory capacity (Cook et al., 2005;
Fagot & Cook, 2006), having such multiple and independent
representations would not be particularly challenging.

The second alternative is that the pigeons are experienc-
ing these stimuli as intended. In this case they are visually
processing the patterns of light and dark shading to generate
3D shape-based perceptions of scenes as portrayed in depth.
Thus, the pigeons are able to extract the convexity and con-
cavity of the shapes regardless of illumination direction and
discriminate among the stimuli based on this shape-based
feature. The ease and invariance of the discrimination across
the irrelevant features of surface coloration, camera per-
spective, and lighting direction seems most consistent with
this hypothesis. It might also account for the slight learning
advantage of the convex+ group. This group would have a
surface ‘‘feature’’ in the form of a projected shape to peck
at that would be missing for the concave+ group (Jenkins &
Sainsbury, 1970; Wasserman & Anderson, 1974). Neverthe-
less, results of Experiment 1 cannot strongly differentiate
among these competing alternatives of the pigeons’ percep-
tual experience. These alternatives do, however, provide the
motivation for the remaining experiments.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 consisted of two tests to better under-
stand how the surface shapes were perceived. The first
examined how the pigeons transferred and reacted to
changes in the camera’s viewpoint relative to the surfaces.
This served to examine the generality of the discrimination
learned in Experiment 1. Such transfer would indicate that
it was the relative, rather than absolute, pattern of lighting
on the surfaces that was important. If the pigeons had
learned to discriminate the shape of the surfaces, then they
should show transfer over a reasonable range of camera
perspectives. Only as the camera’s viewpoint becomes
increasingly perpendicular to the surface and the 3D shape
of the surfaces gradually disappear should discrimination
deteriorate. On the other hand, if the pigeons were just
experiencing 2D luminance patterns then any change in
viewpoint should affect performance, since movement in
either direction causes substantial variation in the pattern
of shading from that experienced during training.

The second test investigated how the vertical extent of
the convexity and concavity of the surface shapes influ-
enced the discrimination by varying the height and depth
of the surface shapes. If pigeons were attending to the
shape of the surface, then changing the height of this shape
should influence the discrimination. We expected to see a
stronger effect of these manipulations with the convex sur-
faces, since such vertical changes would be most readily
visible. Although the same changes were rendered with
the concave surface shapes, their effects would be more
difficult to detect as they were visually occluded and hard-
er to see.
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3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Animals and apparatus
The same six pigeons and apparatus were used as the

previous experiment. After completion of the perspective
test, one pigeon did not further participate for reasons
unrelated to the experiment.

3.1.2. Procedure
3.1.2.1. Variation in viewpoint. The baseline stimuli for this
test were the same as in Experiment 1. They involved 96
baseline trials (48 S+/48 S�) testing equal numbers of the
two camera perspectives, four lighting directions, and
two surface colorations. One third of the positive trials
were probe trials.

The test stimuli were generated by varying the camera’s
angular perspective relative to the surface in 10� incre-
ments from 5� to 85�. These stimuli were generated for
each combination of surface color (blue and orange) and
two lighting directions (45� and 135�). This resulted in 56
test stimuli (seven novel test angles � two surface sha-
pes � two colors � two lighting directions). A subset of
these stimuli was randomly inserted in the daily baseline
sessions as sets of 14 non-reinforced probe trials. Each
resulting 110-trial session tested all novel angles with each
surface at a different combination of color and lighting
direction. Eight test sessions were conducted.

3.1.2.2. Variation in surface height and depth. The baseline
stimuli for each session were the same for this test, but or-
ganized slightly differently within a session. Only 84 base-
line trials (42 S+/42 S�) were tested each session with
equal numbers of the two camera angles, but with lighting
direction and surface color now randomized across trials
within a session. Ten percent of the positive trials were
conducted as probe trials.

The test stimuli were generated by varying the height
and depth of the surface shape as a percentage of the stan-
dard unit (150%, 50%, 25% and 0%). These stimuli were gen-
erated for only the blue surface color (done to reduce the
amount of rendering time and probe testing, since this fea-
ture was having no effect), all four lighting directions, and
both baseline camera perspectives (25� and 35�). This re-
sulted in 64 test stimuli (four heights/depths � two surface
directions � four lighting directions � two camera angles).
A subset of these stimuli was randomly inserted in the dai-
ly baseline sessions as a set of 16 non-reinforced probe tri-
als. Each resulting 100-trial session tested all novel
heights/depths at each angle in combination with a single
lighting direction (the latter in a series of 4-session blocks).
Sixteen test sessions were conducted.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Variation in viewpoint
The two panels of Fig. 5 shows the results of varying the

camera’s perspective for the convex+ and concave+ groups
based on the mean number of pecks in the first 5 s of
presentation. All the birds showed solid discrimination
transfer across an approximately 60� range of camera per-
spectives, with a clear separation between S+ and S� peck
rates from 5� to 65�. As the camera’s viewpoint became
increasing perpendicular to the surfaces, discrimination
systematically declined as the 3D shape of the surfaces be-
came increasingly more difficult to discern. Within each
panel, the results are also separated by whether the sur-
faces were illuminated from the front or back lighting
direction. Overall, the pattern of transfer for each group
was highly similar regardless of illumination source’s
location.

We then conducted a repeated measures ANOVA (Sur-
face Direction [adjusted for group] � Camera Perspec-
tive � Lighting Direction � Surface Color) using the
average number of pecks over the first 5 s. The two training
perspectives were excluded from this analysis. It con-
firmed the interaction clearly present in Fig. 5 between
surface direction and camera perspective, F(6,30) = 14.0,
partial g2 = .74. Neither surface color nor lighting direction
had significant interactions with surface direction. As the
latter factors were not critical, we collapsed peck rates
across them and examined performance at each perspec-
tive with a series of paired t-tests, critical value
t(5) = 2.57. All six pigeons significantly discriminated sur-
face direction at each perspective, except in the 85� condi-
tion (S+ = 4.3, S� = 4.1).

3.2.2. Variation in surface height and depth
The two panels of Fig. 6 shows the results of varying the

height and depth of the surface shape for the convex+ and
concave+ groups based on the mean number of pecks in
the first 5 s. The pigeons showed excellent transfer to con-
ditions having either a 50% increase or decrease from the
height of the standard training surface. The 25% condition
began to show the impact of the reduced height, with the
flat surface not supporting the discrimination (see Fig. 7).

These results were confirmed by a repeated measures
ANOVA (Surface direction � Surface Height � Camera per-
spective � Lighting Direction) based on the first 5 s of
pecking in each condition. As to be expected from Fig. 6,
surface direction significantly interacted with surface
height, F(3,12) = 42.5, partial g2 = .91. This interaction
was further modified by its significant interaction with
lighting direction, F(9,36) = 2.7, partial g2 = .41. The source
of the latter triple interaction was due to a differential ef-
fect of lighting at the 25% height condition. In this case,
both groups of pigeons discriminated the front-lit surface
better than the back-lit one. Based on paired t-tests, the
front-lit 25% condition supported significant discrimina-
tion, t(4) = 3.2, albeit at a level reduced compared to taller
surfaces (S+ = 4.2, S� = 2.0). Although about the same sized
difference (S+ = 3.8, S� = 1.9) the back-lit condition did not
support significant discrimination, t(4) = 2.0. Identical
comparisons for 50% and 150% conditions revealed highly
significant discrimination in both groups and no differen-
tial effect of lighting direction.

3.3. Discussion

Experiment 2 showed the pigeons’ capacity to general-
ize their discrimination to a wide range of novel perspec-
tives on the surface shapes, but that declined as the
perspective became increasingly perpendicular to the



Fig. 5. Mean number of pecks in the first 5 s as a function of camera perspective for each group in Experiment 2 (filled symbols = S+, open symbols = S�).
The shape of the symbols mark which lighting direction was tested (circle = 45�, triangle = 135�). Examples of the stimuli tested are included below the
figure.

Fig. 6. Mean number of pecks in the first 5 s as a function of surface height/depth in Experiment 2 (filled symbols = S+, open squares = S�). The shape of the
symbols mark the lighting directions tested (circle = 315� and 45�, triangle = 225� and 135�). Right and left panels show performance for each group.
Examples of the stimuli tested are included below the figure.
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Fig. 7. Mean number of pecks in the first 5 s across all birds for the two tests in Experiment 3 (filled circles = S+, open squares = S�). The left panel shows
performance as a function of relative contrast. The right panel shows performance as a function of specularity value used to render the different surfaces.
Selected examples of the stimuli tested are included below the figure.
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surface. The pigeons also transferred to novel variations of
the original height and depth of the surface shapes that
was limited by the vertical extent of this change. The over-
all pattern of these results indicates that the pigeons were
likely discriminating the implied concavity or convexity of
the surfaces as provided by the lighting cues within the
scenes. This is suggested by the fact that the decline in
the pigeons’ performance was not affected by just any var-
iation in the patterns of shading, as predicted by the gener-
alization of an image-based 2D account, but instead was
tied to the specific elimination of shaped-based informa-
tion as derived from either reduced height or vertical per-
spective. Increases in height or lowered perspectives that
retained shape-based information did not bother the pi-
geons, despite the fact that these changes all produced
changes in the patterns of shading.

Overall, the pigeons showed an ability to discriminate
these surface shapes over a range of 20–25� beyond the val-
ues experienced in training. Although difficult to directly
compare, this value is generally in line with previous exper-
iments looking at generalization to novel views along dif-
ferent axes as tested with asymmetrical objects (Peissig,
Wasserman, Young, & Biederman, 2002; Spetch & Fried-
man, 2003). As the camera’s viewpoint became increasingly
overhead, the pigeons’ performance gradually declined. At
least two reasons for this latter decline are possible. One
is that the three-dimensional features for determining sur-
face height become difficult to see as the shape of surfaces
becomes increasingly flat and two-dimensional. Birds in
flight might experience similar difficulties as they move
over natural objects and experience less canonical views
of them. A second possibility is that there is some inherent
limitation in the degree to which rotated objects are recog-
nized by pigeons because they do not match the shape rep-
resentation stored from previous encounters. The present
data cannot decide between these accounts. Future re-
search using asymmetrical surface shapes and varying the
number and types of views experienced during training
should help to resolve this question and whether our
scene-based results are similar or different from those pre-
vious tests using isolated objects.

The same issue is present regarding the effects of surface
height. Again this could be due to a perceptual limitation, as
the relative convexity and concavity of the surfaces shrinks
and disappears and the birds simply cannot see the shapes
required for the discrimination. Likewise, however, these
changes are further away from the training value and
may represent a limitation on the degree of shape recogni-
tion the birds can exhibit from previously learned
experiences.
4. Experiment 3

The goal of Experiment 3 was to understand how the rel-
ative salience of light and dark regions in the scenes influ-
enced the discrimination. The experiment examined two
changes in the properties of the surfaces that altered the
character of the reflected illumination. In the first test, we
reduced the contrast of the light and dark regions compris-
ing the surfaces. If the relative shading in the scene was crit-
ical to the discrimination, then gradually eliminating this
contrast should reduce and eliminate the discrimination.

In the second test, we manipulated the specularity of
the light reflected from the surfaces. The reflectance of dif-
ferent materials is a combination of both diffuse and spec-
ular components. Highly reflective materials, for example,
have strong specular highlights consisting of the bright
whitish points at the convexities and contours of their
shape. This type of reflectance provides a valuable cue to
the object’s 3D shape and the location of the light source.
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It is important in the human perception of scenes and is a
critical feature in generating realistic-looking computer
graphics of objects and scenes. If the birds could continue
to perform the discrimination despite substantial altera-
tions in the specular pattern of lighting and shading, it
would support the idea that they were using the lighting
to primarily extract the 3D structure of these surface
shapes rather than relying on memorized 2D patterns of
lighting and shading.

Prior to this experiment, several changes were made to
the pigeons’ daily training. These consisted of testing the
concave and convex surfaces from the 25�, 35�, 45�, 65�,
and 85� camera perspectives used in Experiment 2. The
inclusion of these different perspectives was to continue
to encourage the pigeons to recognize and represent these
surface shapes independently of their specific pattern of
illumination. Because surface coloration had no detectable
effects in the first two experiments, we eliminated the or-
ange surfaces from further testing. Finally, the four differ-
ent lighting directions were now selected at random
across trials rather than being tested equally often within
a session.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Animals and apparatus
The five pigeons and apparatus were the same as com-

pleted Experiment 2.

4.1.2. Procedure
4.1.2.1. Contrast variation. This test varied the relative
amount of the light and dark in the scenes. This contrast
was changed, while maintaining overall luminosity, by
reciprocally altering the ‘‘brightness’’ values of the ambient
color and self-illumination software switches controlling
image rendering. This gradually reduced the amount of
apparent shading on the surfaces as a percentage of origi-
nal shading (88%, 66%, 44%, and 22%). Because lighting
direction had not shown any differential effects, test stim-
uli were only rendered and tested from the 45� lighting
direction. Four camera perspectives were tested: 35�, 45�,
65�, and 85�. This resulted in 32 test stimuli (four levels
of contrast � two surface shapes � four camera angles). A
flat surface similar to that used in Experiment 2 tested at
the 35� viewpoint was also included in testing.

The test stimuli were randomly inserted as non-rein-
forced probe trials into daily baseline sessions. The base-
line sessions consisted of 100 trials (50 S+/50 S� with /
10% S+ probe trials), testing equal numbers of blue-hued
surface shapes from among five camera perspectives
(25�, 35�, 45�, 65�, and 85�) with the same four lighting
directions now randomized across trials. Each 125-trial
session tested two of the four contrast values at each cam-
era angle, the flat stimulus, and a set of normally shaded
100% values at each camera angle. A total of six of the
resulting test sessions were conducted with each contrast
level tested equally often.

4.1.2.2. Specularity variation. The second test varied the
amount of reflective specularity in the material used to
render the surface shapes. This was manipulated by chang-
ing the value of the specularity parameter in the rendering
program (48, 36, 23, 12, 0; baseline software value = 32).
As with the contrast test, test stimuli were only tested with
lighting from the right-front direction. Four camera angles
were again tested: 35�, 45�, 65�, and 85�. This resulted in
40 test stimuli (five levels of specularity � two surface sha-
pes � four camera angles).

These test stimuli were randomly inserted as a set of
non-reinforced probe trials into daily baseline sessions.
The baseline trials were organized in the same way as de-
scribed for the contrast test. Each 124-trial session tested
three values of altered specularity stimuli at each camera
angle. A total of six test sessions were conducted with each
specularity level tested equally often, except for the zero
value which was tested each session.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Contrast variation
As predicted, the presence of shading controlled the dis-

crimination; performance declined as this information
faded away. The left panel of Fig. 6 contains the mean
number of pecks during the first 5 s of stimulus presenta-
tion for the different contrast conditions and shows the
reduction in discrimination with contrast removal. Neither
variation in the camera perspective nor convex+ or con-
cave+ assignment had an effect on this pattern.

A repeated measures ANOVA (Surface Direction � Con-
trast � Perspective) on the number of pecks in the first 5 s
of presentation confirmed this outcome. The zero contrast
condition was excluded from this analysis because it was
only tested at one camera perspective. As expected from
the functions displayed in Fig. 6, this analysis found a sig-
nificant interaction between surface direction and contrast,
F(4,16) = 39.4, partial g2 = .91. It also revealed a significant
main effect of contrast, F(4,16) = 37.4, partial g2 = .90, con-
sistent with the overall decline in pecking observed with
the reduction in contrast. There were no significant main
effects or interactions with camera perspective among
these different factors.

4.2.2. Specularity variation
Changing the specularity of the material in the surface

scenes had little effect on discrimination performance.
The pigeons continued to discriminate among the convex
and concave surfaces despite dramatic changes in the
shaded appearance of the stimuli caused by this manipula-
tion. Shown in the right panel of Fig. 6 is the mean number
of pecks during the first 5 s of stimulus presentation for the
different specularity conditions. The greater levels of spec-
ularity change did appear to reduce the performance
slightly, but in general the pigeons continued to perform
well. Again, variation in the camera perspective had little
effect on performance.

These general patterns were confirmed by a repeated
measures ANOVA (Surface Direction � Specularity � Per-
spective) on the number of pecks in the first 5 s of presen-
tation. This analysis found a significant main effect of
surface direction, F(1,4) = 119.5, partial g2 = .97, that ex-
tended across all conditions. There was no significant
interaction between surface direction and specularity,
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F(4,16) = 1.8. There was a significant main effect of specu-
larity, F(4,16) = 4.6, partial g2 = .53, which resulted from
the slightly reduced levels of pecking with increasing spec-
ularity independent of surface direction. There were no
significant main effects or interactions with camera per-
spective for these different factors.
Fig. 8. Mean number of pecks in the first 5 s across all pigeons during
transfer testing with the different novel surface shapes in Experiment 4
(filled bars = S+, open bars = S�). Examples of the stimuli tested are
included below the figure.
4.3. Discussion

Experiment 3 revealed how changing two important
properties of illumination related to the surfaces affected
discrimination. First, the systematic reduction in contrast
correspondingly reduced the pigeons’ capacity to perform
the discrimination. This confirms that it was the contrast-
ing pattern of light and dark in the stimuli that is critical.
When the specularity of the surface’s material was varied,
resulting in considerable changes in the patterns of re-
flected light from the surfaces, the discrimination re-
mained strong. These experiments further confirm that
across substantial transformations in the structure and
organization of their relative shading, the specific pattern
of light and dark is not particularly critical as long as
shape-based information is present. When combined with
the asymmetrical transfer across perspectives in Experi-
ment 2, it continues to suggest that the pigeons were capa-
ble of recognizing the surface shapes as long as they
conformed to the structure of a familiar 3D shape.
5. Experiment 4

Is the familiarity of this shape critical? Experiment 4
examined how the pigeons transferred this shape-from-
shading discrimination to novel surface shapes. If the pi-
geons were indeed seeing and responding to the concave
and convex nature of the original surface’s 3D shape, then
they should exhibit some degree of discrimination transfer
to these same features when presented as novel surface
shapes. Given the stark differences in the patterns of light
reflected by each shape, such discrimination would further
indicate that the image patterns are not the critical cue for
the discrimination.

This experiment had three phases. In the first phase,
five different novel surface shapes were tested to investi-
gate the generality of the already learned discrimination
(see examples in Fig. 8). These novel surfaces were con-
structed with a number of different shape features that dif-
ferentiated them from the shape of the original surface,
including their degree of symmetry, relative height, and
structural complexity. The idea was to test a variety of
shapes to see if their shapes and the associated patterns
of shading affected transfer. We hypothesized that transfer
would be best to surfaces that were more similar to the
shape of the training stimuli, such as the symmetrical cir-
cular ‘‘sphere’’ surface, and poorest to surfaces that looked
most different, such as the asymmetrical, shallower, and
multi-peaked, ‘‘bubble’’ surface.

The second phase of the experiment involved the differ-
ential training of a subset of these stimuli as part of their
baseline sessions. The objective was to expand the number
and type of surfaces experienced by the pigeons in order to
reinforce the common feature of shape orientation as the
most reliable feature for performing the discrimination.
During this training only two lighting directions were used.
This allowed us to test for shape ‘‘transfer’’ again by testing
with the two remaining 90�-shifted lighting directions that
had not been trained – and which completely inverted the
pattern of lighting, but not the shape information, on these
surface shapes.

The third phase trained and tested the birds with a new-
ly rendered set of stimuli. It was at this point in time that
we discovered the incorrect software setting for producing
shadows from the front-lit light sources. While this had
apparently not caused any consistent differences in their
reactions to the prior stimuli, we nevertheless immediately
stopped the experiment and rendered a new corrected set
of stimuli. Thus, the third phase of the experiment con-
sisted of the continuation with this amended stimulus set.

5.1. Methods

5.1.1. Animals and apparatus
The pigeons and apparatus were the same as in Exper-

iment 3. During the break in testing, the touchscreen was
replaced (EZ-170-WAVE-USB, EZscreen, Houston, TX).

5.1.2. Procedure
5.1.2.1. Novel surface shapes. Five novel convex and concave
surface shapes were created (see Fig. 8, labeled sphere,
mound, zigzag, rectangle and bubble; the original shape
will be called sinusoid). The new shapes were created from
a modified mesh box shape with the additional application
of a non-uniform rational mesh smoothing operator to in-
crease shape curvature. The concave conditions were again
180� inversions of the convex surfaces. The peak height/
depth of each new shape in standard units was:
sphere = .73, mound = .76, zigzag = .32, rectangle = .43,
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bubble = .27. These surfaces were rendered using surface
properties analogous to the original stimuli, although the
spatial positioning of the sphere relative to the lighting
sources resulted in it being rendered a little bit brighter
than the other stimuli. Each new surface shape was ren-
dered from the 45� lighting direction and the 35�, 45�,
65�, and 85� camera perspectives. This resulted in 40 test
stimuli (five new surface shapes � two surface direc-
tions � four camera perspectives).

These test stimuli were randomly inserted as a set of
eight non-reinforced probe trials into daily baseline ses-
sions. The baseline sessions consisted of 100 trials (50 S+/
50 S� with /10% S+ probe trials), testing equal numbers
of the blue-hued sinusoidal shape from five perspectives
(25�, 35�, 45�, 65�, and 85�) with the four lighting direc-
tions randomized across trials. Each 108-trial session
tested a different novel shape at all camera angles. A total
of 15 test sessions were conducted with each novel surface
shape tested once in three randomly-ordered blocks.

5.1.2.2. Novel shape training and lighting transfer. After this,
a subset of the novel shapes (sphere, mound, zigzag) were
incorporated into the differentially reinforced baseline ses-
sions. Each session lasted 82 trials and consisted of 58 tri-
als (29 S+/29 S�) testing the original sinusoidal stimuli and
8 trials (4 S+/4 S�) each testing the three new surface
shapes. The sinusoidal stimuli were tested from five cam-
era perspectives (25�, 35�, 45�, 65� and 85�) and four light-
ing directions (45�, 135�, 225� and 315�) as randomly
chosen each trial. For the three new shapes, these were re-
stricted to a smaller set of randomly-chosen (perspectives
– 35�, 45�, 65� and 85� and lighting directions – 45� and
225�). Twenty-five percent of the positive trials were ran-
domly conducted as non-reinforced probe trials. This train-
ing lasted 42 sessions.

Probe transfer sessions were then conducted testing the
three previously novel shapes as illuminated from the two
90�-shifted lighting directions (135� and 315�) not yet
trained with these shapes. Each 88-trial session tested six
additional randomly-inserted, non-reinforced probe trials
testing each previously novel shape from one of the novel
lighting directions. Each session tested one of the four dif-
ferent camera perspectives selected at random. The first
four sessions tested the 135� lighting direction and the
next four tested the 315� direction.

5.1.2.3. Amended set training. Upon discovering the error
with the front-lit shadows, an entirely new set of stimuli
were created. Besides including shadows for the front-lit
scenes, we employed a more precise ray tracing algorithm
for generating shadows. These required us to select the
area lighting feature for generating shadows from our
lighting sources in order to maintain softer shadows with
this algorithm. We also created a new stimulus that was
similar to the rectangle tested in the transfer phase of
Experiment 4, but now having greater height and depth
(1 standard unit). Training recommenced 2 weeks later
with this improved stimulus set. The first three sessions
of testing with the new stimulus set were organized into
the same 82-trial organization used at the end of phase
2. At this point, we then added the new rectangular stim-
ulus to their training repertoire. Its eight trials (4 S+/4 S�
with /four camera angles and four lighting directions ran-
domized) replacing a corresponding number of trials previ-
ously testing the sinusoidal surface in each session. These
82-trial sessions testing the five shapes were conducted
for 10 days.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Novel surface shapes
The pigeons generally showed good transfer to most of

the novel surface shapes. Shown in Fig. 8 are results for the
baseline and five novel shapes, collapsed across perspec-
tive, as a function of the mean number of pecks over the
first 5 s of presentation. The baseline sinusoid surface con-
tinued to support excellent discrimination. Most impor-
tantly, the mean number of pecks for each novel shape’s
positive condition was higher than for its negative condi-
tion. A repeated measures ANOVA (Surface Direc-
tion � Shape � Perspective) using just the results from
the five novel shapes confirmed the presence of this signif-
icant discrimination transfer as reflected in the main effect
of surface direction, F(1,4) = 85.8, partial g2 = .96. This
analysis also revealed a marginally significant interaction
between surface direction and shape, F(4,16) = 2.9, partial
g2 = .42, p = .057. The source of this interaction can be seen
in Fig. 8 as not all of the novel shapes supported equally
good transfer, particularly the ‘‘bubble’’ surface. This anal-
ysis also revealed a significant interaction between surface
direction and camera perspective, F(3,12) = 9.7, partial
g2 = .71. While clear discrimination was present at all the
perspective values, it did vary in size among perspectives.
The nature of this interaction is more fully explored in the
following analyses.

We next looked at discrimination transfer separately for
each novel surface shape. The results for each shape were
subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA (Surface Direc-
tion � Perspective). Discrimination transfer to the sphere
shape was significant, F(1,4) = 12.4, partial g2 = .76, and
its peck rates across the positive and negative conditions
did not interact with camera perspective. All five pigeons
showed mean higher peck rates to their positive shape.
Discrimination transfer to the mound shape was also sig-
nificant, F(1,4) = 12.5, partial g2 = .76. All five pigeons
showed mean higher peck rates to their positive shape.
This analysis found a significant interaction between sur-
face direction and camera perspective, F(3,12) = 4.9, partial
g2 = .55. This interaction was due to the discrimination of
this shape being better at the two higher perspectives than
the two lower ones. Discrimination transfer to the zigzag
shape was also significant, F(1,4) = 108.3, partial g2 = .96.
Surface direction did not interact with camera perspective
for this shape, with all five pigeons showing consistently
higher peck rates to their positive direction across all cam-
era perspectives. Discrimination transfer to the rectangular
shape was also significant, F(1,4) = 24.5, partial g2 = .86,
with again no interaction found between surface direction
and camera perspective for the shape. All five pigeons
showed mean higher peck rates to their positive direction.
Finally, discrimination transfer to the bubble shape was
poor and not significantly above chance, F(1,4) = 1.1. While
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three of the birds showed numerically higher peck rates to
their positive direction, none of the birds exhibited the
same level of discriminative behavior observed with the
other novel shapes.

5.2.2. Novel shape training and lighting transfer
Differential training with the three novel shapes pro-

ceeded smoothly. Discrimination started at levels compa-
rable to that observed during transfer and then rapidly
and incrementally improved for all three new shapes over
the next 10 sessions as they become more familiar. At this
point, discrimination leveled off and matched that for the
original sinusoidal surface. Over the last twenty sessions
of this differential training, discrimination, as measured
by the number of pecks in the first 5 s, was excellent and
comparable across the surface shapes (sinusoid-S+ = 13.7,
S� = 2.7; sphere-S+ = 12.9, S� = 3.8; mound-S+ = 15.4,
S� = 3.3; zigzag-S+ = 15.4, S� = 6.6). All of these differences
were significant as confirmed by paired t-tests. Thus, not
surprisingly given the transfer performance, the pigeons
easily expanded their repertoire to include this broader
variety of shapes.

We next examined how this established discrimination
transferred to the two unfamiliar and untrained lighting
directions of these shapes. Overall, the pigeons showed
excellent transfer to these new stimuli. Using only the
number of pecks in the first 5 s of presentation for the
three trained previously novel shapes, discrimination com-
bined across the two unfamiliar lighting directions was
very good (S+ = 13.1, S� = 4.9) and comparable to that ob-
served on baseline trials from the two trained lighting
directions (S+ = 13.6, S� = 3.1). A repeated measures ANO-
VA (Surface Direction � Lighting Direction [combined
familiar vs. combined novel] � Camera perspective) exam-
ining only the novel shapes revealed a large main effect of
surface direction, F(1,4) = 19.6, partial g2 = .83, and its
interaction with camera perspective, F(3,12) = 7.7, partial
g2 = .66. This interaction with camera perspective was
again due to the slightly poorer discrimination supported
by the more overhead camera perspectives. Most impor-
tantly, however, no significant main effect or interactions
were found as related to the familiarity with the lighting
directions. The latter confirms the excellent transfer of
the novel shape discrimination from the two trained and
familiar lighting directions to the two novel lighting
directions.

5.2.3. Amended set training
Correction of the absent shadows in the front-lit condi-

tions, the addition of a new shape, and the employment of
a better ray tracing algorithm essentially had no effect on
the pigeons’ established discrimination. Based on just the
first three sessions of testing with the new stimulus set,
discrimination as measured by the number of pecks in
the first 5 s continued to be excellent and comparable
across the surface shapes (sinusoid-S+ = 12.8, S� = 2.4;
sphere-S+ = 11.9, S� = 4.0; mound-S+ = 11.1, S� = 4.0; zig-
zag-S+ = 13.0, S� = 4.2). All of these differences were found
to be significant as determined by paired t-tests. The sub-
sequent introduction of the modified rectangular shape
also proved no problem (S+ = 12.8, S� = 3.7) as all five pi-
geons significantly discriminated its surface direction dur-
ing its first session, t(4) = 3.14.

The addition of the shadow in the front lit conditions
also was no problem for the pigeons. Discrimination across
the four light directions proved to be excellent and not sig-
nificantly different (45�-S+ = 13.4, S� = 2.4; 135�-S+ = 11.6,
S� = 3.5; 225�-S+ = 12.9, S� = 2.8; 315�-S+ = 13.4, S� = 2.4).
To make the most direct comparison possible with the
prior front-lit conditions without the shadow, we com-
pared performance from the last three sessions of phase
2 with the first three sessions of this phase. Mean discrim-
ination with the prior unshadowed lighting condition
(S+ = 12.5, S� = 2.9) was not significantly different from
when shadow was properly rendered (S+ = 13.4, S� = 2.4),
suggesting these occluded shadows were indeed not hav-
ing much impact.
5.3. Discussion

Overall, this experiment revealed good discrimination
transfer to novel surface shapes in several contexts. First,
the pigeons showed reliable above-chance transfer to four
of the five novel surface shapes upon their initial exposures
in the first phase. The pattern of this success strongly sug-
gests it was mediated by the convexity and concavity of
the shape as derived from shading of the surface. Second,
the pigeons showed very good transfer to these same
shapes when the spatial configuration of the shading in
these scenes was shifted by 90� in the second phase. Final-
ly, they showed no decrement in discrimination with the
amended stimulus set when testing started again.

The most important implication of these results is that
they suggest the pigeons were likely seeing the 3D shape
of the surfaces in these scenes. When faced with shapes
(i.e. mound and zigzag) that had no immediate similarity
to the training shape or its associated pattern of shading,
the pigeons still differentially discriminated the convex
and concave nature of these surfaces upon their first expo-
sure and later during shifts to novel lighting directions.
Since the shape and shading of these surfaces were differ-
ent, the discrimination must have been mediated by the pi-
geons seeing the directional convexity and concavity of
them. For that to happen, they would likely need to see
the 3D height and depth implied in the renderings of these
shapes.

This experiment also corrected the shadowing of the
front-lit stimuli. When this was done, the pigeons contin-
ued to discriminate very well. Much as suggested by the
earlier results, the absence of this feature was not salient
to the birds. One obvious reason why is that it was occluded
the vast majority of the time by the shape of the object.
Thus, its absence could have easily gone unnoticed (as it
did for us). A second, and more speculative, reason is that
shadows generally make more important contributions to
the spatial configuration of objects in a scene than to shape
recognition in humans (Mamassian, Knill, & Kersten, 1998).
The same might hold true for pigeons. Examining the
contribution of attached and cast shadows and their contri-
bution to shape recognition vs. spatial layout is clearly a
question worth exploring in birds.
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6. Experiment 5

Whenever an observer moves the shape and patterning
of shading information shifts and transforms as the per-
spective changes. These dynamic changes in lighting are
hardly noticed by humans as we move among and around
objects. Nevertheless, the systematic regularities within
these shifting patterns of light impart important implicit
information about the object’s shape and our spatial rela-
tion to it. The same transparency to changes in illumina-
tion would be equally valuable for pigeons and other
birds as they walk and rapidly fly through the world. Thus,
the motivation behind Experiment 5 was to examine how
the pigeons would react to dynamically changing illumina-
tion within the present context. Would this confuse their
discrimination of surface direction or would they find it
as perceptually transparent as we do?

The experiment has two phases in which the pattern of
illumination was altered during stimulus presentation. In
the first phase, the single lighting source was rendered as
moving in a circular path around the surfaces while the
camera’s perspective remained stationary. This caused
the pattern of the light reflected on the surfaces to trans-
form in a manner similar to a sundial. In the second phase,
the camera’s perspective was rendered as moving in a cir-
cular path around the surfaces while the lighting source
was held stationary. This caused the pattern of the light re-
flected from the surfaces to transform as if the observer
was moving or flying around the projective shape. For
the symmetric shapes, this latter manipulation is identical
to moving the light source, but for the asymmetric surface
shapes it caused novel perspectives of these shapes to ap-
pear and disappear as the camera moved. Using both
changes, we investigated how flexibly the pigeons pro-
cessed surface shape as the pattern of light continually
shifted and transformed within a presentation.

A key assumption to examining this issue is whether
the pigeons continually process information sequentially
during go/no-go presentations. Both within the visual
and auditory modalities we have found that this is strongly
the case for pigeons (Cook & Brooks, 2009; Cook, Kelly, &
Katz, 2003; Cook & Roberts, 2007; Murphy & Cook, 2008).
In such settings, we have consistently recorded changes
in ongoing pecking behavior that are coincident with
changes in the discriminative stimuli being presented –
indicative of continuous processing. Thus, we investigated
here how the current shape-from-shading discrimination
was influenced by dynamic changes in lighting and per-
spective within an ongoing video presentation of the
surfaces.
6.1. Methods

6.1.1. Animals and apparatus
The same pigeons and apparatus were used as in Exper-

iment 4.
6.1.2. Procedure
6.1.2.1. Dynamic lighting. In this experiment, a single light-
ing source dynamically moved in a circular path around
the shape during its 20-s presentation. This path was set
at the same distance as the four static lighting positions
and included their locations. The dynamic lighting source
started at one of two positions (45� or 225�) around the
shape. Each frame of a dynamic sequence was rendered
in 1.5� increments into an uncompressed 240-frame AVI
file as the lighting source moved around the scene. Videos
were generated for three different camera perspectives
(35�, 65� and 85�) and tested the sinusoid, sphere, zigzag,
and mound shapes. The latter shapes were selected so that
two symmetrical and two asymmetrical shapes would be
included in the test. This resulted in 48 dynamic test stim-
uli (four surface shapes � two surface polarities � two
starting locations � three camera perspectives). These dy-
namic stimuli were presented within a trial at rate of
11.1 frames per second. Thus within a standard 20-s pre-
sentation the lighting source completed 93% of its path
around the scene.

These dynamic lighting test stimuli were randomly in-
serted in sets of 12 non-reinforced probe trials into a ses-
sion. A different surface shape was probe tested each
session at three camera perspectives and at the two start-
ing locations as both dynamic and static presentations. The
remaining trials of each session consisted of randomly gen-
erated tests of the remaining shapes from different camera
perspectives and lighting directions. If the scene parame-
ters of these randomly selected trials matched the testing
set, performance on the static negative trials were included
in the analysis. Sixteen 78-trial dynamic test sessions were
conducted with each shape being tested equally often.
6.1.2.2. Dynamic perspective. In this experiment the camera
was dynamically moved in a circular path around the
shape during its 20-s presentation. This rotational path
maintained the same height, distance, and framing as for
the static perspective. The lighting source was located at
one of two positions (45� or 225�) around the shape, as
measured against the starting location of the camera’s per-
spective. Each frame of a dynamic sequence was rendered
in 1.5� increments into an uncompressed 240-frame AVI
video as the camera moved around the scene. Videos were
generated for three different camera angles (35�, 65� and
85�) and the sinusoid, sphere, zigzag, and mound shapes.
This resulted in 48 dynamic test stimuli (four surface sha-
pes � two surface directions � three camera angles � two
lighting sources). These dynamic stimuli were presented
within a trial at rate of 11.1 frames per sec resulting in
the camera traveling 93% of its path around the scene.
These dynamic perspective test stimuli were randomly in-
serted in sets of 12 non-reinforced probe trials into a ses-
sion. A different surface shape was probe tested each
session at three camera perspectives and at the two start-
ing locations as both dynamic and static presentations. The
remaining trials of each session consisted with randomly
generated tests of the remaining shapes from different
camera perspectives and lighting directions. Again, re-
sponses from the static negative stimuli of this randomly
selected stimulus set were also used in the data analysis.
Sixteen 78-trial dynamic test sessions were conducted
with each shape being tested equally often.



Fig. 9. Mean number of pecks as a function of presentation time in 1-s bins for the dynamic and static S+ and S� conditions tested in Experiment 5 (filled
symbol = S+, open symbol = S�; circle = static, square = dynamic). The dashed lines indicate the time that previously reinforced familiar views of static
shapes would have been appearing in the dynamic conditions. The top two panels show the results of the dynamic lighting tests, while lower two panels
show the results of the dynamic perspective tests.
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6.2. Results

6.2.1. Dynamic lighting
Overall the pigeons had few issues in processing the dy-

namic shifts in lighting during this experiment. Displayed
in Fig. 9 are the differences in peck rate for the positive
and negative static and dynamic lighting conditions as a
function of time in trial in 1-s intervals. The top two panels
present these results separately for the two symmetric and
two asymmetric surface shapes. As described in Experi-
ment 1, the pigeons quickly discriminated the surface
direction of the static displays within a second and main-
tained this throughout its presentation. When compared
to the static condition, discrimination of the dynamic light-
ing condition was essentially comparable for all surface
shapes, despite the latter’s continually shifting illumina-
tion and resulting changes in shading and shadows.

These curves were subjected to repeated measures AN-
OVAs (Surface Direction � Dynamic/Static � Time) using
peck rates in 1-s bins for the symmetric and asymmetric
shapes. The ANOVA for the symmetric shapes revealed
three significant two-way interactions, besides the obvious
main effect of surface direction, F(1,4) = 16.8, partial
g2 = .81. The most important of these was a surface direc-
tion � dynamic/static interaction, F(1,4) = 49.7, partial
g2 = .93. This interaction was due to the slightly better
performance overall with the static condition relative to
the dynamic, especially during early portions of the pre-
sentation interval. There was also a significant surface
direction � time interaction, F(19,76) = 1.9, partial
g2 = .32, as the relative size of the discrimination changed
with time. Finally, there was a dynamic/static � time inter-
action, F(19,76) = 2.6, partial g2 = .93. The outcome of the
ANOVA for the asymmetric shapes was simpler. There
was only a main effect of surface direction, F(1,5) = 25.0,
partial g2 = .86. Thus, for these shapes the static or dy-
namic nature of the lighting made no difference.

We also varied the horizontal elevation of the camera in
this discrimination. Effects of this manipulation were sim-
ilar to those reported elsewhere in the article; with
increasingly overhead perspectives generally reducing,
but not eliminating, the discrimination. We also conducted
repeated measures ANOVAs (Surface Direction � Camera
Perspective � Dynamic/Static) looking at peck rate col-
lapsed across time. There were significant surface direc-
tion � camera perspective interactions for both
symmetric, F(2,8) = 5.7, partial g2 = .59, and asymmetric
shapes, F(2,8) = 19.9, partial g2 = .83, reflecting this pro-
gressive decrease in discrimination. These effects were
equivalent for both dynamic and static conditions, how-
ever, as the ANOVAs do not indicate any significant inter-
actions with this factor.
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6.2.2. Dynamic perspective
The lower two panels of Fig. 9 show peck rate for the po-

sitive and negative static and dynamic perspective condi-
tions as a function of time in trial (1-s intervals). While
the symmetric and asymmetric nature of the shapes pro-
duced little difference with dynamic lighting, this charac-
teristic had a larger effect here. As the camera perspective
changed, the symmetric shapes showed no impact since
they maintained the same shape over time despite the
changing illumination. The discrimination of the asymmet-
ric shapes, on the other hand, was affected by this perspec-
tive change. As each trial started with a familiar viewpoint,
the initial discrimination of these shapes was good. As the
camera’s viewpoint moved towards perspectives less simi-
lar to the training, however, performance declined. As the
perspective moved back towards a more familiar viewpoint,
discrimination improved and then fell off as less familiar
perspectives were displayed. Nevertheless, across all of
these perspectives the pigeons’ discrimination of the shapes
remained significantly above chance. These temporal shifts
in discrimination confirm that the pigeons were indeed con-
tinually processing the videos during their presentation.

We subjected these curves to repeated measures ANOVAs
(Surface Direction � Dynamic/Static � Time) using peck
rates within the 1-s bins, again separately for the symmetric
and asymmetric shapes. For symmetric shapes, this ANOVA
revealed a similar set of significant two-way interactions as
before, besides the standard main effect of surface direction,
F(1,4) = 16.7, partial g2 = .81. Again, the most important of
these was the surface direction by dynamic/static interac-
tion, F(1,4) = 23.5, partial g2 = .85. This time the interaction
was due to the slightly better discrimination overall with
the dynamic condition relative to the static, although the
absolute size of this effect was small. There was also a
significant dynamic/static� time interaction, F(19,76) =
1.8, partial g2 = .31. Given the pattern of the curves for the
different conditions for the asymmetric shapes in Fig. 9, it
is not surprising that there was a significant surface
direction� dynamic/static � time three-way interaction,
F(19,76) = 4.7, partial g2 = .54. The source of this interaction
was clearly due to the generally reduced and changing size
of the discrimination with dynamic condition compared to
the static condition over time.

To examine the contribution of camera perspective, we
conducted similar repeated measures ANOVAs (Surface
Direction � Camera Perspective � Dynamic/Static) looking
at overall peck rate collapsed across time. Like in the first
test, there were significant camera perspective � surface
direction interactions for both the symmetric, F(2,8) =
4.5, partial g2 = .53, and asymmetric shapes, F(2,8) = 20.5,
partial g2 = .84, reflecting this progressive decrease in dis-
crimination with increasing camera perspective. These ef-
fects, however, were again equivalent for both dynamic
and static conditions, as there were no significant interac-
tions with this factor. Although not visible in the summary
provided in Fig. 9, it should be noted that at the 35� camera
perspective the pigeons performed the dynamic perspec-
tive discrimination at levels that were equivalent to the
static condition. It was primarily at the higher camera per-
spectives that the reduced discrimination of the dynamic
condition was most evident.
6.3. Discussion

Experiment 5 revealed the pigeons could readily accom-
modate to dynamically changing illumination of the sur-
face shapes. Shifts in illumination produced by changes
in the location of the lighting source had little impact on
their discrimination. This is contrary to the more moderate
transfer to novel illumination transfer reported by Young
et al. (2001). The discrepancy likely results from the much
larger training set with different sources of illumination
used here, which may have promoted a more generalizable
shape based response to our changes in lighting. Discrimi-
nation with changes in the observer’s perspective relative
to the light source was also generally good. Here, however,
the asymmetrical shapes produced temporal changes in
discrimination that varied with the familiarity of the cur-
rent perspective.

Unfamiliar perspectives of the surfaces caused reduced,
but still significant, discrimination when in view. During
motion of the light source, the pattern of light and dark
pixels of the image changed constantly, but in a manner
that did not disrupt the discriminative behavior of the pi-
geons. Instead, the critical response feature is some prop-
erty that depends on perspective changes, similar to
properties critical to shape discrimination. The maintained
nature of the discrimination by the pigeons in the face of
these dynamic conditions suggests that lighting changes,
but not shape changes, are cognitively transparent to them.
This transparency in the processing of illumination in com-
parison to the selective shape-related decrement observed
with unfamiliar perspectives is consistent with the
hypothesis that the critical feature mediating the pigeons’
discrimination is not the shading itself but the shape of the
surface derived from the shading.
7. General discussion

Overall, these experiments suggest that the pigeon vi-
sual system can perceive shape-based information derived
from the patterns of reflected light portrayed from an aer-
ial perspective. Throughout the experiments, the pigeons
readily discriminated the direction and shape of surface
features transmitted by differential shading information
across a wide variety of static and dynamic illumination
conditions and did so rapidly (<750 ms). The discrimina-
tion generalized to novel perspectives in two axes, changes
in the specularity of the reflected light, to novel 3D shapes,
and dynamically changing illumination conditions. Thus,
whenever challenged with a new organization or configu-
ration of illumination in a scene, the pigeons continued
to extract the surface’s direction with little difficulty.

The critical question concerns what information the pi-
geons were using from these different illumination condi-
tions to determine the convexity and concavity of the
surfaces. For humans, these stimuli generate a strong
impression of depth-based surfaces that allow us to easily
see their convexity and concavity. The same seems to be
true for the pigeons. Consider first the alternative that they
use the 2D patterns of luminance in the stimuli to learn
and generalize the discrimination. If so, there are a number
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of places where this image-based 2D account fails to ac-
count for the present results. For instance, when the cam-
era’s perspective was changed in Experiment 2,
performance selectively deteriorated for increasingly over-
head viewpoints and not for perspectives closely to the
horizon. Both of these changes caused changes in the rela-
tive patterns of luminance, but only when shaped-based
information was reduced did the pigeons’ discrimination
suffer. The same argument would apply to the increasing
and decreasing alternations of height in that experiment
and to the results using varying specularity in Experiment
3. The transfer to novel shapes in Experiment 4 is also dif-
ficult for an image-based mechanism as the novel shapes
included extended regions (mound), flat areas (rectangle)
and multiple shading gradients (zigzag) which were absent
from the original training stimuli. An image-based expla-
nation focused on contour shape would also face great dif-
ficulty in this experiment as the contrast contours created
by the new shapes differed drastically, including areas of
primarily straight horizontal lines (mound, rectangle) and
multiple contour form (zigzag). Despite very different
resulting patterns of shading, the pigeons were still able
to extract of the direction of these surfaces and continue
to recognize them even when the illumination conditions
were inverted and they were lit from novel directions. Fi-
nally, in Experiment 5, as the location of the lighting source
was moved, altering the luminance patterns in ways not
previously experienced by the pigeons, they showed no de-
cline in discrimination. Solely when shape-based informa-
tion changed with the addition of novel perspectives did
the pigeons show any reduction in discrimination. In each
of these experiments, the overall patterns of luminance
were substantially changed by the experimental manipula-
tions, but the pigeons consistently reacted to the stimuli as
if controlled by the convexity of the shape apparent in the
image. In fact, the pigeons generally reacted as if the
changes in illumination were essentially transparent to
them, despite its carrying the critical perceptual informa-
tion of the scene.

Instead, their discrimination declined when shaped-
based descriptions of the scenes seemed to offer the best
account. Thus, as the camera’s perspective moved over-
head (Experiment 2), or the shape was increasingly flat-
tened (Experiment 2), or the orientation of an
asymmetrical shape was made novel (Experiment 5), did
these changes interfere with the pigeons’ abilities to dis-
criminate the stimuli. Therefore, we suggest the data are
most compatible with the hypothesis that the pigeons
were processing the illumination and shading from the
scene to obtain 3D information that allowed discrimina-
tion of the stimuli based on their shape and depth-based
properties. By perceiving depth and shape-from-shading,
the pigeons could use the direct abstraction of a shape’s
convexity and concavity to guide their rapid responding
to the displays. In this account, the exact pattern of light
and dark is not critical, as long as it perceptually conforms
to the structure of a 3D shape. Across the various experi-
ments and many changes in the illumination conditions,
only these shape-based features remained invariant. Thus,
these results confirm the hint in Cavoto and Cook (2006)
that differential shading is likely an important monocular
depth cue in pigeons and suggest the pigeons were likely
seeing these illuminated stimuli much as intended – as
receding surfaces containing concave or convex shapes
that differed in height and depth. If so, they may have
shared a similar perception of these stimuli with humans.

We had at least four types of lighting cues present in the
scenes that could have contributed to this perception. The
first was the relative shading on the surface shapes them-
selves. Because they carried so much information, they
were likely among the most important cues present. Shad-
ows were also present. The exact contribution of the shad-
ows to these shape discriminations is more difficult to
isolate. In general the presence and absence of shadows,
whether by nature (their relative visibility from front-lit
and back-lit scenes) or inadvertently (our initial error with
front-lit scenes), did not seem to impact the discrimination
at any point. Cavoto and Cook (2006) similarly found that
shadows did not influence their discrimination either. Nev-
ertheless, future work will need to more explicitly examine
the contributions of shadows to avian visual perception. A
third form of lighting was the reflective specularity high-
lights on the shapes. Their variation in Experiment 3 did
not dramatically affect the discrimination. Finally, a fourth
form of light-derived cues were the contrast contours pres-
ent in some of the scenes when the foreground and back-
ground illumination provided an outline to a shape’s
contour or spatial boundary, especially at lower camera
perspectives, or produced by occlusion of the background.
The contours of objects derived from such cues make
important contributions to human perception and machine
vision. Although we attempted to minimize the presence of
such contours in our stimuli, they are quite difficult to
eliminate entirely. As a result, they may have made contri-
butions to the birds’ perception of the stimuli as well.
Working in tandem with shading cues (Cavanagh, 1987;
Todd, 2004), they may have helped to create a stronger
perception of three-dimensionality and information con-
cerning the direction of the different surfaces.

The relative contributions and priorities of these differ-
ent lighting cues is beyond the scope of the present inves-
tigation and remain to be detailed for this species. While
the present experiments indicate that the pigeon visual
system, like the human one, can process lighting to extract
shape information within a scene without being tied to its
specific configuration, the relative salience of these fea-
tures could differ. Thus, some degree of caution is needed
before one says that both species see exactly the same per-
cept or that shape-from-shading is computed using com-
parable mechanisms. Thus, while both species can clearly
rely on shading-transmitted information to discriminate
the shape in these displays, further work will be needed
to investigate exactly how far these perceptual, functional,
and computational similarities may extend. For instance, it
will be important in the future to test directly how these
different types of lighting cues influence the relative judg-
ment of depth in similar scenes (e.g. Norman et al., 2004).

The results also contribute to the recent debate con-
cerning whether pictures are viewed as representational
or not by animals (Bovet & Vauclair, 2000; Spetch & Fried-
man, 2006; Weisman & Spetch, 2010). The current results
seem most consistent with the idea that the pigeons were
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seeing the 3D structure represented within these 2D
images. We think that several features in the current
experiment may have contributed to this outcome. First,
the small, efficient visual system of pigeons has been
honed by the demands of perceiving the natural world.
Thus, when presented with pictures pigeons may bring to
bear perceptual mechanisms only evolved for that function
and not to make larger visual ‘‘inferences’’ about an image.
The rich set of shading-derived scene and depth cues pres-
ent in the current experiments would be highly compatible
with the kind of mechanisms that pigeons would need to
navigate and interact with their visual world. Second, it
is vital to draw the birds’ attention to these cues by the
contingencies of the task. Again, the 3D shading cues pro-
vided here were absolutely critical to deriving the direction
of the surface shape needed to perform the discrimination
and would have made them highly salient and in need of
attention. Third, we promoted the global processing of
these scenes by recessing the screen back from the touch-
screen’s pecking surface, decreasing the visual angle of the
stimuli. Given the pigeon’s apparent preference to attend
to locally organized information (Cavoto & Cook, 2001), it
is important to design both the stimuli and experiments
to encourage global processing as strongly as possible.
Moving the presentation screen back likely does that.
Combining these different techniques may have allowed
the pigeons here to react consistently to our rendered rep-
resentations, much as if they were looking through a win-
dow, and react appropriately. Because of the extensive use
of pictures and increasing use of video in animal cognition
experiments, determining the necessary and sufficient
conditions that support representational picture percep-
tion in animals is a critical issue.

Given their highly visual nature and mobile lifestyle, it
might have been surprising if pigeons were insensitive to
the powerful effects of illumination in scene processing.
Given the functional importance of object perception and
scene recognition to diurnal birds, the processing of these
visual features is likely a widespread and general mecha-
nism. Nevertheless, the visual ecology of any species may
still influence the relative priority of such cues. For in-
stance, woodland birds that live in the forest canopy may
discount such cues because of the reduced levels of ambi-
ent light and the considerable amount of visual noise from
other objects (e.g., limbs), random shafts of lights, and
numerous cast shadows in this habitat. Either way, the
challenge for visual science and comparative cognition is
to understand how birds rapidly process this kind of infor-
mation with the limited neural equipment available to
them for this function. Quite a number of algorithms have
been proposed for trying to understand the contribution of
shading information within the domain of artificial intelli-
gence and computer vision (e.g., Horn & Brooks, 1989;
Stewart & Langer, 1997; Zhang et al., 1999). If and how
these might be implemented into the neural mechanisms
known to comprise the avian visual system represents an
important area for investigation.

Finally, research with humans has determined that we
have a number of working assumptions that are critically
involved in the perception of object and shape-from-
shading (Liu & Todd, 2004). One of the oldest recognized
assumptions is that our visual system tacitly assumes that
lighting is always from overhead (Ramachandran, 1988).
Closely related to this is the idea that most scenes and ob-
jects are interpreted as if the observer is looking down on
them. A third is that we have a bias for seeing most curved
surfaces as being convex rather than concave, since this is
more common in the visual world (Langer & Bülthoff,
2000). While these prior assumptions were not tested here,
the stimuli were entirely consistent with them. Little work
has explored whether the same implicit assumptions are
similarly built into the avian mechanisms for scene percep-
tion (Hershberger, 1970; Hess, 1950). Given their seamless
integration into our ability to perceive scenes, it will be
interesting to determine if these are evolutionarily old per-
ceptual ‘‘assumptions,’’ built in to the visual systems of
large mobile diurnal organisms since they began to inter-
act with lighted world of objects, or represent more mod-
ern adaptations present within only some phylogenetic
lineages.
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